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University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, KIN 984, Canada 
Communicated by S. Watanabe 
Limit theorems for the multitype branching random walk as n + 03 are given (n 
is the generation number) in the case in which the branching process has a mean 
matrix which is not positive regular. In particular, the existence of steady state 
distributions is proven in the subcritical case with immigration, and in the critical 
case with initial Poisson random fields of particles. In the supercritical case, 
analogues of the limit theorems of Kesten and Stigum are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The branching random walk (BRW) has been studied extensively by 
Asmussen and Kaplan [ 1,8]. The multitype case on IR’ was introduced in 
[ 71. The existence of limit theorems and steady state distributions was 
studied in the case in which the mean matrix of the branching process is 
positive regular. The purpose of this paper is to generalize these results to the 
non-positive regular case. Specifically, the existence of limit theorems as 
n -+ co (n is the generation number) for the non-positive regular BRW will be 
considered. 
In Section 3 steady states will be shown to exist for the subcritical BRW 
with immigration, for the critical BRW beginning with Poisson random fields 
of particles, and in one case, for a critical process with both initial Poisson 
random fields and immigration. 
In Section 4, limit theorems analogous to those of Kesten and Stigum 
[ 11, 121 will be given for the supercritical BRW beginning initially with one 
particle at the origin. 
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2. THE BRANCHING RANDOM WALK 
Let D = IR’ be r-dimensional Euclidean space, let 9(D) be the Bore1 sets 
of D, and let C,(D) be the continuous functions with compact support on D. 
A multitype BRW with q types of particles is described in the following 
manner. (For details, see [7].) 
The process begins at the 0th generation with, say, one type i particle at 
x E D. At the nth generation, the particles presently in the system branch 
independently according to the same law, and then each offspring particle 
independently moves instantaneously to a new location, again all according 
to the same law. They remain at their new locations until the (n + 1)st 
generation, when the same process is repeated. The following definitions and 
assumptions are made: 
(1) Each particle migrates and branches independently. 
(2) At each generation, the probability that a type i particle produces 
j, type 1 particles,..., jq type q particles is pi(j, ,..., j,J. Let I$(/, ,..., lk) denote 
the kth order joint factorial moment of the numbers of type I, ,..., lk particles 
(li E { l,..., q}, i = l,..., k) produced from the branch of a type i particle. Let 
m,, = Ef( j), and let M = (m,) be the mean matrix of the branching. Denote 
by rnt the zjth entry of M”. Let p be the largest positive eigenvalue of M. As 
usual, the process will be called supercritical, critical, or subcritical if p is 
> 1, = 1, or < 1, respectively. 
(3) The distribution of the migration process will be assumed to be 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, with density 
function g(x, y) (i.e., the probability that a particle at x E D moves to a set 
A E g(D) is IA g(x, Y> dy). A ssume that g(x, y) = g(y, x) = g(0, y - x) = 
g(x - y, 0). Let g,(x, y) denote the nth convolution of g(a, -). Assume that 
the transition density has mean 0 and covariance matrix ZY 
For A E 9(D), let the random (row) vector @,(A 1 (a, i)) = 
V,,((A 1) I (a, O),..., NAG4 4) I (a, i)>), A E W% where N,((k 8 I (a, 0) 
denotes the number of type j particles in A at generation n, given initially a 
single type i particle at a E D. Let #, = (ivy,..., N:(q)), where N’,(j) is the 
total number of type j offspring at generation II from an initial type i particle. 
The probability generating functional (PGF) of the point process 
&,(. 1 (a, i)) is given by 
f&(4 I (a, 9) = i(a, 9, (2-l) 
GA4 I (a, 9) = ,zo .-a jfo ~'(j,,...~ j,) 
4 
x fj, [ID da, x> x G,- ,(9 I k r)) dx]j’ for n > 0, (2.2) 
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and 
#: D x (I,..., q} --) I?, 1 - d(., i) E C,(D), i = l,..., q; 0 < #(e, a) < 1. 
G, has the semigroup property: G,(G& 1 a, a) 1 (x, i)) = G,+,@ 1 (x, i)). 
The BRW beginning with Poisson random fields (PRFs) obeys the laws 
defined above, with an initial state consisting of a superposition of 
independent PRFs of each type of particle. Let Ji dx be the intensity measure 
of the ith random field. (Lebesgue measure is denoted by “kc.“) Denote the 
corresponding point process at the nth generation by y,,(a). The PGF G,(e) 
of a,(.) satisfies 
G,,(#) = exp - i Ail 1 - G,(# 1 (a, i)) do], n > 0. (2.3) 
i=l D 
The BRW with immigration (BRWI) begins with no particles in D. At the 
tih generation, any particles already in the system branch and the offspring 
migrate according to the laws defined above. In addition, there is an 
independent immigration of each type of particle into D; specifically, at each 
generation there spontaneously appears a Poisson random field of each type 
of particle. The intensity of the field of type i particles at generation n is 
v; dx, i = l,..., q, n = 1, 2 ,.., . V: is called the immigration rate of type i 
particles at the nth generation. The corresponding point process generated by 
the BRWI at the nth generation will be denoted by Ir’,(.), and its PGF G’,(e) 
satisfies 
G’,(#)=exp [- i i 41 1-G,,-j((J(o,i))&], n> 1. (2.4) 
j=~ /=I D 
When it exists, the mth order factorial moment density of the nth 
generation of the BRW initially with one type i particle at a E D will be 
written as P”,((x, , jr) ,..., (x,, j,) ( (a, i)). From Eqs. (2.3H2.5) of [7], it 
follows that Pi exists if and only if E$, ,..., Z,) < co, for 1 < k < m, i, 
1 , ,..., lk E { l,..., q}. The trzth order factorial cumulant densities of the nth 
generation of the BRW with initial Poisson random fields and the BRWI 
exist when the densities P”,(. ( (a, i)) exist, a E D, i = l,..., q, and are given 
respectively by 
= i 2, j PX(x,, .A),..., (x,, Ah I (a, 0) da, (2.5) !=I D 
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Some of the results in [7] do not depend on the positive regularity of the 
mean matrix M of the branching process. For those results that will be 
generalized in this article, we will consider first the irreducible periodic case, 
and second, the reducible case. 
In the periodic case, without loss of generality, it will be assumed that N 
is of the form 
/ 
0 M(1,2) 0 a’* 0 
0 0 M(2,3) a** 0 
M= 
i 
: 
. : -*. i . (2.7) 
0 0 0 **a M(d- l,d) 
M(4 1) 0 0 . . . 0 1 
As in [ 111, it is assumed that the types of particles have been reordered and 
divided into mutually disjoint classes {C,}, <a(d such that mij = 0 unless 
iEC, andjEC,+, for some aE {l,..., d}. In the periodic case, a + b will 
always be assumed to be (a + b) (mod d). For all i E {l,..., d}, M(i, i t 1) is 
positive regular. 
In the reducible case, for the sake of clarity, the mean matrices will be 
restricted to those of the form 
M= 
[ 
M(1) 0 
w51) 1 M(2) ’ (2.8) 
where M( 1) and M(2) are irreducible. It- is assumed that the types of 
particles (after being suitably reordered) may be divided into two main 
classes, E, and E,, with M(u) = (m,,),,,oE,, a = 1,2; and 
WY 1) = (mijL2.,EE,. 
If M(2, 1) = 0 in (2.8), then &,(s ] (x, i)), i E E, reduces to an irreducible 
BRW, with all offspring particles in E,, a = 1,2. Thus, to avoid trivialities 
in what follows, it will be assumed that M(2, 1) f 0. 
For details about multitype point processes and the meaning of 
convergence in distribution of a sequence of point processes, see, for 
example, [6]. Let the set of point processes on IR’ x {l,..., q} be denoted by 
N. Let 3(H) be the o-algebra generated by the vague topology on JIT, 
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3. THE STEADY STATE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Theorem 4.1 of [ 71 is still valid for the BRWI with non-positive regular 
branching. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let @,!,(a) be the point process associated with the nth 
generation of the BRWI. Suppose that vf’ = vi for all n = 1,2,... and 
i = l,..., q, and that the branching process is subcritical. Then as n + 03, 
EL(.) converges in distribution to a steady state process &(-). 
ProoJ The proof is identical to that of Theorem 4.1 of [ 71. The fact that 
CJ??, mjk < co follows from the property that C,& A4’ exists and is finite if 
CjEO AJ < co for all eigenvalues A of A4 [5, Theorem 2, p. 1131. 1 
For the BRW beginning with PRFs of each type of particle, the following 
conditions will be imposed: 
(i) The branching process is critical. 
(ii) For all i, I,, I, such that 1 < i, I,, 1, (q, E#,, I,) < 00. 
(iii) The random walk generated by the symmetrized transition density 
is transient. 
It has been shown (cf. [7,9]) that in the case in which the branching 
process is irreducible and aperiodic, a limiting steady state distribution 
exists, with mean density Cy=i Aicij, where cij = lim,,, rnt. This result may 
be applied to the cases in which the mean matrix M of the branching process 
is of the form (2.7) or (2.8). The important point is that a positive regular 
BRW satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) is stable in the sense that a spatially 
homogeneous point process exists which is invariant with respect to the 
BRW (i.e., the distribution remains unchanged if each particle independently 
undergoes one or more generations of migration and branching). For a 
discussion of stability for positive regular multitype processes, see [ 131. 
Consider first the critical irreducible periodic case with mean matrix of the 
form (2.7). For any q-dimensional vector A= (A, ,..., A,) define the following 
decomposition: 
Let 
A= @(l I,..., W)), where n(a) = (~i)iec,, a = I,..., d. (3.1) 
X(a) = (0 ,..., 0, n(a), 0 ,..., 0). (3.2) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let &‘,,(-) be the point process associated with the nth 
generation of the BRW beginning with PRFs. Let li dx be the intensity 
measure of the PRF of the ith type of particle. Assume that M is of the form 
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(2.7) and that conditions (i)-(iii) hold. Then for 1 <s < d, as n + 00, 
flS+ “,J-) converges in distribution to a limiting point process fl,“(-). The 
collection of processes (y’;“,..., I$‘) forms a steady state in the sense that if 
the BRW has initial state &F(a), then after p generations, the BRW is in 
state &i?+a)(mod d) - 
Proof. Without loss of generality, it will be assumed that li = 0 if 
li & C, for some fixed a, 1 < a < d. The general result follows easily by 
considering the superposition of d independent BRWs where the kth process 
begins with PRFs of particles in class C,, k = l,..., d. 
Fix s, 1 (s<d. Let &,,=NStnd. Then L,, may be considered as the nth 
generation of a spatially homogeneous cluster process in the sense of Prehn 
and Roder [ 131, with initial distribution NS(.). The “clustering operation” is 
defined by the process Hd(- ) (x, i)), where (x, i) is the location and type of 
the “cluster centre.” Now, if Ai = 0, i & C,, then all particles alive at 
generation s are of types in Cca+sj(moddj. The clustering operation defined by 
Nd(. 1 (., -)) is positive regular in the sense that 
=o otherwise, 
and (m;.). . c 
J ‘lJE (a+s)$modti 
= Md((a + s), (a + s)) is a positive regular matrix. 
Prehn and Roder s theory (see [ 131) is therefore applicable. Since as(-) is 
spatially homogeneous and has finite intensity, it is sufficient to show that a 
stationary, infinitely divisible point process with finite intensity exists which 
is invariant with respect to the “clustering operation” [ 13, Theorem 7.21. The 
proof of this is analogous to the proof of [7], Theorem 5.1. 
The construction of the invariant process proceeds as follows: Begin with 
a superposition of PRFs of particles whose types are in class C,,,. Let the 
intensity measure of the type i particles be vi dx, where vi is the ith entry of 
fl((a + s), where fi(a + s) is defined from a left eigenvector v of M, with eigen- 
value 1. Then v(a + s) is a left eigenvector of Md(a t s, a t s) with eigen- 
value 1. At each successive “generation,” the population undergoes the 
clustering defined by yd. Denote the resulting point process at “generation” 
n by Jr:(.). Let the resulting first and second order factorial cumulant 
densities at the nth generation be denoted by Ry and R;, respectively. It is 
easily seen that for all j E Ca+s, 
R:(x, j)= C vimcd= Vi (3.3) 
ieCO+s 
(see, for example, (5.2) of [7]). From Eq. (5.6) of [7], it follows that for 
iI,& E Co+, 
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But rn~~-” = 0 unless r, E Ca-k+s. Let I = (a - k + s). Then 
E;‘(r,) i-3) = 0 if rz 6Z C,+,, or r3 fZ C,,, 
= EXr, , r3 > if r2,r3EC,+,, 
when rl E c,. Also, rn$: = rnf;: = 0 unless j,, j, E Clfk = C,,,. 
Therefore, (3.4) becomes 
k=l r,EC,-k+s Q.rjEC(.+s-k+l) 
x &ktxl 3 x2), for jlJZECa+s 
=o otherwise. (3.5) 
From (3.5) it is clear that R;((x,, ji), (x2, j,)) converges as n + co if the 
symmetrized migration process is transient. Thus, the sequence of point 
processes &‘A(.) is tight, and any limiting process is non-trivial, by the 
uniform integrability of the first moments. 
It will now be shown that the sequence ly;(.) has a unique limit. Note that 
the PGF of &A(-) is G:(g) = exp - Ciec,+, V, I, 1 - G,& ( x, i) a!.~. By 
arguments identical to those in the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [7] we have 
Thus, ‘T,W Z G:- ,($), and so a unique limit exists. Denote the limiting 
PGF by G’(.). G’(a) is the PGF of a spatially homogeneous infinitely 
divisible point process &‘(.) with finite intensity. g’(a) is invariant with 
respect to the clustering operation if it can be shown that 
G’(G,($ 1 .)) = G’(4). But 
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In G’(G,(# 1 .)) = - lim R’OO ,eF 
UC* 
ui I, 1 - GndtGcA# 
=- lim c ui j 1 - G(,+w(cf~ 
‘-+a~ isc,+s D 
= In G’(d). 
I (x9 0) dx 
Thus it has been shown that the sequence (4,) satisfies Theorem 7.2 of 
[ 131 and so a limiting steady state process exists for the sequence 
(4,) = (gS+“J. The final statement of the theorem is proven by observing 
that, if GF is the PGF of fly, then 
G,“(4) = ev - C 4 p? jD 1 - Gnd+s(# 1 (x, i>> dx] 
isC, 
GW,(ql I(e, -1) = exp - C Ai ,l& JD I- G,,+,(G,($ I -1 Ix3 9 dx] 
irC, 
= exp 
[ 
- c 4 p; j l- Gnd+s+p 
isC, D 
(4 I 6% 9) dx] 
Now consider a BRW whose branching process has reducible mean matrix 
M of the form (2.8). Let p, be the maximum eigenvalue of M(1) and let pz be 
the maximum eigenvalue of M(2). If p = 1 is the maximum eigenvalue of M, 
there are three cases to be considered: 
(1) 1 =Pz >P19 
(2) 1 =P, >P29 
(3) 1 =PI =p2. 
As shown in [7], the mean density at the nth generation is given by 
QXx, j) = k Jim;. (3.6) 
f=l 
In cases (1) and (2), rnt remains bounded as n + co, indicating tightness of 
the sequence (g,(e)). For case (3), rnb +a0 asn-+co foriEE,andjEE,. 
Therefore, only cases (1) and (2) will be considered. Let the point process 
consisting of E, particles only at generation n be denoted by &r’(.), and that 
of E, particles by #a)(.). Thus, u,, is the superposition of lur’(.) and 
&*‘(.). (Note that #,” and Nt2’ are not independent ) 
We assume that: (iv) M(ij and M(2) ’ are irreducible and aperiodic. A 
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comment on the effect of periodicities in M(1) and/or M(2) will be made at 
the end of the section. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let &,(.) be the point process associated with the nth 
generation of the BRW beginning with PRFs. Let Izi dx be the intensity 
measure of the PRF of the ith type of particle. Assume that M is of the form 
(2.8), that 1 = pz > pl, and that conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) hold. In addition 
assume that (ii) holds for i, I,, I, E E,. Then as n -+ 00, N,(a) converges in 
distribution to a limiting point process N,(a), which is a steady state. 
To avoid trivialities, assume that lli > 0 for at least one i E E,. Otherwise, 
Q:(x, j) --t 0 as n + co, and the process dies off. Heuristically, the argument 
used in the proof is as follows: the process fly’(.) does have a limiting non- 
trivial steady state distribution, since (taken by itself) it is a positive regular 
BRW. The subcriticality of the BRW of type E, particles ensures that the 
effect of the E,-type particles at one generation on the particles in a bounded 
set in a generation far in the future is negligible. Thus, ultimately, the 
particles in a bounded set in E, will be descendents of particles which are 
converting from E, according to some law which varies little from generation 
to generation. 
Proof. By the uniform boundedness of Q:(x, j), it follows that IN,,(.)} is 
tight. It is necessary now to show that any limiting distribution must be 
unique. To do this, let ~2 E 9(M), where &’ is of the form 
{NE ,A’: N(A,, j,) < k, ,..., N(A,, j,) < k,}, where A, ,..., A, E 9(lR’) are ail 
bounded. It will be sufficient to show that P(N, E d) has a unique limit as 
n-co. 
Define the event B,,, to be the event that at generation n + m, there are 
no particles in A of types in E, which are descendents of particles in E, at 
generation n, where A = (Ji Ai. Let W,,,(A) be the total number of particles 
in A at m + n of types in E, descended from type E, particles at n. Then 
But &m,“, is uniformly bounded above. However, since M”(I)/& -+ J as 
m + co, for a fixed matrix J, it follows that for some finite constant C, 
P(~,,,,(A) > 0) G C/G’. 
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It follows that for all n, 
WY” + m  E~)-CP):~P(IY,+,EyaPIB,,,)~P(IY,+,E~)+Cp~. (3.7) 
Now construct a cluster process Y,,, whose initial random field has the 
distribution of N:(a), and whose “clustering operation” is the result of m 
generations of the BRW. It is easy to see by the definition of the BRW that 
the clustering is continuous in the sense of Kerstan, Matthes, and Mecke. 
(See, for example, [9, p, 2081.) But from [7] it follows that N:‘(a) converges 
in distribution to a nontrivial steady state FE’(-) as n + co. The conditions 
of Theorem 4.7.2 of [9] are easily verified, since the mean densities of the 
sequence {N:(a)} are uniformly bounded. Thus, as II + co, Y,,,(h) converges 
in distribution to a new cluster field Y,,,(-) with the same clustering 
operation, but with an initial random field whose distribution is that of 
NZ’(. ). 
By the definition of Y,,,,(.), we have that P(Y,,, Ed) = 
PW" + m E &’ ] B,,,). Thus, for all E > 0 n, may be chosen so that for 
n>n,, 
IWn+m E 4 - wm,, E 4 
G wY”+m E 4 -w”.?n E 4 
+ Ifv”,, E 4 - P(L., E JoI< 07 + 8. (3.8) 
By the same arguments as those used to prove (3.8), it may be shown that 
for any n > 1, n’ >, 1, 
I wot+n’hl E 4 - w”,(d+,, E 4 < 2w. 
Thus for every n’ and m, 
Iwm.m E 4 - wa&n’+m E 4 < WC. (3.9) 
Thus, lim,,, P(Ym,,, E d) exists. Denote the limit by P(d). Combining 
(3.8) and (3.9), we obtain for n > n,, 
lwYm+” E Jo - PW)l < IP(flm+n E 4 -mm,, E &)I 
+ RYm,m Ed)-P(d)I<3Cpy+&. (3.10) 
Thus, any subsequence of {P(Iy, E A?)) has a further subsequence 
converging to P(d), thus proving the uniqueness of the limiting distribution. 
Denote the limiting point process by N,(.), and its PGF by G,(-). From 
(2.3) it follows that 
683/12/4-6 
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It is trivial to show that N’,(.) is a steady state because of the Markovian 
nature of the BRW. In particular, 
G,(G,($ / -, e)) = exp I -5 1, lim 1 1 - GAG,@ I +T -1 lb 0) da 
i=l n+cc D 1 
= exp 1 -G,,+,(#Ia,i)da 
I 
= G,(O). 
This completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 3.4. Let Iy,,(.) be the point process associated with the nth 
generation of the BRW beginning with PRFs. Let 1, dx be the intensity 
measure of the PRF of the ith type of particle. Assume that M is of the form 
(2.8), that 1 = pi > pz, and that conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) hold. In 
addition, assume that (ii) holds for i, I,, 1, E E,. Then as n + 00, N,,(e) 
converges in distribution to a limiting point process N,(e), which is a steady 
state. 
The idea behind the proof in this situation is that ultimately, all particles 
of types in E, in a bounded set A will be unaffected by particles changing 
from E, types. Thus, given that no more offspring of E, particles ever enter 
A as E, particles after the nth generation, the E, process may be considered 
a positive regular BRW whose initial condition is the random field of E, 
particles in existence at generation n. 
Proof. As in the previous theorem, the uniform boundedness of Q;(x, j) 
ensures tightness of the sequence {Nn(*)}. Nontriviality is ensured by the 
uniform boundedness of Q!((x, , ji), (x2, j,)), where j, , j, E E, . The 
uniqueness of the limiting distribution must be investigated. As before, let 
J/ E 9(X), where S/ is of the form (8 EJY: N(A,, j,) < k, ,..., 
N(A!, j,) < k,} where A, ,..., A,E 9(lR’) are bounded. Let A = Uf=, A,. It 
will be shown that P(t,, E -pP) has a unique limit as n + 00. 
Define the event B,,, to be the event that no type E, particles become 
type E, particles after generation n - 1 and have progeny in the set A at 
generation n + m. Let W:,,(A) be the number of type E, particles becoming 
E, particles at some generation n + k, with progeny in A at generation 
n + m. But P(B,,,) > 1 - Ckm,O P(Wi,,(A) > 0), 
= IL&F 4m;l+k-‘mjrmE-k IA I 
* 7, 
Q cp;+k-1, for some constant C < co. 
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Thus, P(B,,,) satisfies 
k=O (3.11) 
> 1 - Cl&-‘, where C’ = C(l -pz)-‘. 
Let Y,,,(.) be result of m iterations of the cluster process defined by the 
initial random field fir’(.), and whose “clustering operation” is the result of 
1 generation of the BRW of type E, particles alone. Since the BRW in this 
case has a positive regular branching process and a stationary initial 
distribution with finite intensity, Theorem 7.2 of [ 131 ensures the existence of 
a limiting process Y,(.) as m + 00. 
We have, for all m, 
NY, + m E 4 - CW' <P(&",, E s.4 I B,,,) 
G wYn+* Ed) + c’p;-’ 
(3.12) 
PW” + m E Jd I~“,,) = P(Y”,, E 4 (3.13) 
It is clear from the defmition of Y,,, and from (3.11) that for n’ > 0, 
PK,nl+m E d) - P(Y,,,l,, E 4 < clp;-‘. (3.14) 
Thus, from (3.14), it follows that for every n’ 2 0, 
IP(Y,E~)-P(Y,+,,E~)l~Clp~-l. (3.15) 
Therefore, lim,,, P(Y,E d)=P(d) exists, and 
IP(Y"Esd)-P(d)J<C1p:-'. (3.16) 
Combining (3.12), (3.13), and (3.16), it follows that for all E > 0 there exists 
m, such that if m > m,, then 
Ip(~“+m E 4 -P(~)l G Im”+m E J4 -wwn E 41 
+ lWn,m E 4 - wn (5 4 
+ WY” E 4 -PWI 
< 2cip;-i + E. (3.17) 
It follows immediately that any limiting distribution of N,(e) is unique. Thus, 
a limiting process, &,(.), exists. The fact that #,J.) is a steady state is 
proven in exactly the same manner as in Theorem 3.3. I 
Comment 1. From the proofs to Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 it is apparent that 
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periodicities in M(1) (M(2)) may be ignored when 1 = p2 > p, (1 = p, > pz). 
However, the limiting distributions of each subsequence fl,d + s (1 < s < d) as 
n + co must be considered separately if M( 1) (M(2)) is periodic with period 
d when 1 =p, > p2 (1 =p2 > pi). These results are straightforward using 
Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, and will not be examined here. 
Comment 2. If in the irreducible case, more than two classes E,, 
E *,..., E, exist, a steady state will exist if 1 is the maximal eigenvalue of the 
mean matrix of only one of the classes. The arguments are similar to those 
already presented, and will not be pursued here. 
Comment 3. In the situation described in Theorem 3.3 (i.e., pi < p2 = 1) 
a time-homogeneous immigration of type E, particles can be allowed, since 
the resulting process is a superposition of two independent processes, one 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.1, and the other satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 3.3. 
4. LIMIT THEOREMS FOR THE SUPERCRITICAL PROCESS 
In general, the limit theorems for the supercritical case beginning with a 
single particle will take the following form: let N:(e) be some subvector of 
y”(.), and let Q* be the corresponding subvector of a left eigenvector Q of M 
(v will be specified later) with eigenvalue p > 1, where p is the maximal real 
eigenvalue of M. Using the results of Kesten and Stigum [ 10-121, if under 
certain conditions 
(4.1) 
as n + co, for d and k fixed positive integers, 0 ,< s < d - 1, where W is 
some random variable, then under slighty stronger conditions it can be 
shown that 
%d+s(Ynd+s 1 co, i)> 
(nd)kp”d+s 
+ WQ*@&) a.s. 
as n + a~, where 
@n*d+s(Ynd+s / to, i>> 
for y E D, and @r(.) is the multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and 
covariance matrix lY This has been proven in the positive regular case in [7, 
Corollary 3.31. 
As the proofs become somewhat repetitious, analogues to only the major 
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theorems of Kesten and Stigum will be given (namely, [ 11, Theorem 3.1; 12, 
Theorem 2.1, 2.31). 
We shall say that condition C(i, j) holds if E[Nf(j)(log Nf(j))“s] < co, 
where 1 > 6 > 0. Let a = (1 - 6))‘. 
The following lemmas will be required: 
LEMMA 4.1 [8, Lemma 11. Let X, ,..., X,, be independent random 
variables with mean 0 such that P(IX,I > t) & l? dQ(x) for a distribution Q 
on [0, 001 withJnite mean. Then for ,u > 0, 
P [ ii$Xi / >P]SC (n~~wdQ(X)+n-‘J~X’dQ(X)), (4.3) 
for some constant c depending only on Q and ,u. 
LEMMA 4.2 [2, Lemma 4.21. Let ( Y,,, ,..., YnN,) be an array of random 
variables such that 
(a) for each n, { Y,,,}rz , are independent, 
(b) W,,)=O, 1 &l<N,, n> 1, 
(c) Sup,,, P(J Y,,\ > x) < 0(1 - Q(x)) for all x, where 6 is a constant, 
and Q is a distribution function on [0, 00). 
If, in addition, lim < co, then for every 
6 > 0, 
(4.4) 
In what follows, in order to avoid having to condition on “the set of non- 
extinction,” it will be assumed that ~‘(0 ,..., 0) = 0 for i = l,..., q. Also, for 
notational convenience, the “N” denoting a vector will be dropped, and the 
initial condition “I”’ or “(0, i)” will be suppressed, unless some ambiguity 
should arise. Let S, be the o-field generated by the numbers and locations of 
each type of particle in each generation, up to and including the nth. 
The proofs of the theorems will involve the decomposition technique 
developed in [2,8]. We will need the following notation: 
Nnd+s((Ynd+s~ k) I (j, 0, md + s) 
= the number of type k particles in {(-co, ds y1 ] x 
. . . X (-co, d-y,]] at generation nd + s descended 
from the Zth type j particle alive at generation md + s. 
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~,,~+,((j, I), md + s) = (Nnd+# 1 (j, I), md + s),..., NndfS(q I (j, O9 md + s)), 
where N nd+s(kl UA md + s) = Nnd+,((=Wl W), md + 8). Let Y,,+Jj,l) 
be the location of the lth type j particle alive at generation md + s. 
The first case to be considered is the periodic case, with mean matrix of 
the form (2.7). Following the notation of Kesten and Stigum [ 11, 
pp. 1476-14771, let u and u be right and left (row) eigenvectors of M with 
eigenvalue p. For 1 < a ,< d, let 
u(a) = @i)iSCJ +> = hhac,r 
zi(a) = (0 ,...) 0, u(u), 0 )...) O), 
F(u) = (0 ,...) 0, u(u), 0 ,..., 0). 
We may choose u and u in such a way that u(a) u’(u) =5(u) E’(u) = 1 for 
every a, 1 < a ( d. Denote the jth coordinate of u(u) (v(u)) by ~~(a) (vi(u)). 
‘With coordinate of N~d+s(~nd+sW,$+s) is NZd+s(~nd+s9 j) W,*d+sUD 
THEOREM 4.3. Let NJ.) be a supercritical BRW whose branching 
process has a periodic mean matrix M of the form (2.7). If the process begins 
with a particle of type i E C, at the origin, and C(i, j) holds for all i E C, 
and.iE Co+,, 1 < a < d, then 
N nd+tb-‘&%d+b-0) --$ u(b) @r(Y)W 
P 
nd+ b-a 
a s 
* *> (4.5) 
where d is the period of M, and W is the U.S. limit of Nnd + b --4 U’(b)/pnd +b-a 
Proox Let S,, = sup,JN~d+b-Jj)/@nd+b-a). If C(i, j) holds, for all iEC, 
Andre Co+l, 1 Q a Q d, then using arguments analogous to those in [7, 121, 
it follows that 
1 < i, j Q q. (4.6) 
Consider the following decomposition, letting b - u = s, 
Nnd+s(Ynd+s, k, =A,,, +B,,, + c 
P 
nd+s n,m, (4.7) 
where, letting G,,(a) denote the distribution corresponding to g,,(e), 
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bd+ ,(j) 
x c 
I=1 
+Nnd+mnd+sr k) I (.L O¶ Fnd + s> 
(n-m)d 
mlk - 
(n-m)d 
G 
P 
Ot-mld(Ynd+s - y rnd + ,(j9 ‘))I ) 
Nmdt-s(/) 
x & [G+m)d(Ynd+s - ‘md+s(h I)) - @r(Y)], 
Cn,m=Nmd+sX 
&n-m)d 
P 
p(n-m)d &) @r(Y), 
(4-g) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
and (%,d+s/Pmd+s 
) x (~(“-m)d/p(n-m)d)(k) is the kth entry of the vector 
(ki+s/Pmdts ) X (M(n-m)d/p(n-m)d). Arguments identical to those used in 
the positive regular case (see the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [7]) may be used 
to show that: 
Step 1. If n = m*, then as m + 00, A,,,+ 0 a.s., B,,, --, 0 a.s., and 
c n,m --) Wii,(b) @r(y) a’s. 
Step 2. Using this result and letting m = ( [nl’a] - 1)” ([xl indicates the 
integral part of x), it may then be shown (see, for example, [2, 71) that as 
n --) 00, A,,, -+ 0 a.s., and B,,, + C,,, + Wok(b) 4+.(y) a.s. I 
It will now be assumed that the BRW is supercritical with a branching 
process with reducible mean matrix of the form (2.8). If the process begins 
with a type i particle, i E E,, then no types in E, will ever appear, and the 
situation is the same as the irreducible case. Therefore, in what follows the 
initial particle will be of type i E E,. Let the maximal (real) eigenvalue of 
M(1) (M(2)) be p1(p2). The maximal (real) eigenvalue of M will be 
p = max@i , pJ. Denote right and left eigenvectors of M(I) with eigenvalue p, 
by u(l), v(l), respectively, 1= 1,2, and assume that u(l) . u(l) = 1. We 
assume M(1) # 0, M(2) # 0, M(2, 1) # 0, to avoid trivialities. (See the 
remarks on p. 3 16 of [ 121.) Let u and u be right and left eigenvectors of M 
with eigenvalue p such that ZJ . v = 1 if u . u # 0. It is easy to see that if 
P=Pl > P2, u = (v(l), O), u’ = (u’(l), @I - M(2))-‘M(2, 1) u’(l)), (4.11) 
P’PZ > PI, u = (u(2)M(2, 1)(/C-M(l))-‘, u(2)), u’ = (0, u’(2)), (4.12) 
P’PI =p2, u = (u(l), O), u’ = (0, u’(2)). (4.13) 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let NJ.) be a supercritical BRW whose branching 
process has a reducible mean matrix M of the form (2.8). Assume that p is 
simple and larger in absolute value than all of the other eigenvalues of M, 
If and that the process begins with a particle of type i E E, at the origin. 
C(i, j) holds for all pairs i, j, then as n + co 
WY,YP” --t W~JW 
where W is the a.s. limit of N,u’/pn. 
a.s., (4. 14) 
ProoJ Let S, = sup,(Ni(j)/p”). If C(i, j) holds, then as before, if v,~ # 0, 
E(S,(lOg S,)“) < CO> 1 < i, j < q. (4.15) 
If vj = 0, lim,,,(Nk(j)/p”) = 0 a.s. 
Assume first that p =p2 > pi. Applying the decomposition technique 
again, we obtain 
where 
N,t(~,~kMf’ =A,,, +B,,m + Cn,,, (4.16) 
B x s Nf [G&y, - Y,,,(j, I)) - @&)I, (4.18) 
I=1 
c n,m = $ x $&f (k) WY)- (4.19) 
A proof analogous to that of Theorem 4.3 is used to show that 
N,( yn, k)/p” --t vk W@,.(y) a.s. as n + 00. We only note that as r + co, 
n4’ 
[ 
p-‘M’(1) 0 
-i== 
P p -V4’(2, 1) p-‘&f’(2) 1 [ 0 0 
-+ U’(2)V(2)M(2, l)(p1- M( 1)) - ’ 1 U’(2)V(2) ’ 
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where M’(2, 1) = c:=t M’-‘-S(2) M(2, 1) MS(l). Thus, if n = mQ, as 
m + 00, C,,, -+ vk W@,(y) a.s., since v = (v(2) M(2, l)@Z - M(l))-‘, v(2)). 
Assume now that p = p1 > pz . For this case, the decompositions 
N,(Y,, k)/p” =A,,, + B,,, + G,, + D,,,, 
N,SkYp” =E,,, + F,,,, + G,,,, 
will be used, where 
(4.20) 
(4.2 1) 
S-III 
mjk 
- - G,-,(Y, - Y,,t(.L 0) 3 
P n-m 1 (4.22) 
B x + NF [G,-,(Y, - Ymtjv 0) - @&)I, (4-W 
I=1 
c,,, = c N,(j) !!Gg c&,(y), 
&El pm P 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
E n.m = j& f :,$) [-p&N,@ I (A 0, m) - $$I, (4.26) 
F n,m 
G*,nl= c $ &Ez 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
The reason for separating D,,, is that since N,,,(k)/p”’ --t 0 a.s. if k E E,, 
(N,(k)/pm)-’ is not bounded above. This condition is required to prove that 
A “,,, + 0 a.s. in Step 2 of the proof. 
The techniques used in Theorem 4.3 may be applied to A,,,, C,,,, E,,, 
and F,,,. In particular, 
Step 1. Ifn=m”, thenasm+oo,A,,,+O,B,,,~0,andE,,,+Oa.s. 
Also, as m --+ co C,,, + wuk@r+) and F,,, + WV, a.s. since as r + 00, 
M’ 
[ 
p-W(l) 0 
p’= p -v!f’(2, 1) p -‘M’(2) 1 
+ [ u’(lMl) 
0 
@I-M(2)))‘M(2, 1) U’(l) v(1) 0 1 
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and lim n+$J$~/~~)s= limn+m(N~)u’(l)/pn), where NY’ = (Nn(j))jeE,* But 
NmdWp so it follows that for n = ma, G,,,,-+ 0 a.s. But 
G,,, > D,,,, so D,,, z 0 a.s. as m -+ co, n = ma. 
Step 2. Using this result and letting m = ([n”a] - l)“, as in [7], as 
n+oo, A,,,+0 a.s., B,,m + cn,m -+ WV,@,-(Y) a.s., E,,, + 0 a.s. 
F,,, -+ WV, as. Again it follows that for m = ([n’la] - l)“, G,,, -+ 0 a.s. as 
n -+ co and so D,,, + 0 as. This completes the proof. 1 
The introduction of a periodicity in M( 1) and/or M(2) when p = p1 > pz 
or p =p2 > p, may be handled by exactly the same techniques as those used 
in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, and so will not be explored here. 
The final case to be considered is the case in which p =pl = p2. For 
completeness, the proof, although similar, will be presented in more detail, as 
certain new technicalities arise. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let NJ.) be a supercritical BRW whose branching 
process has a reducible mean matrix of the form (2.8). Assume that 
p = p1 =p2, that A4( 1) and M(2) are aperiodic, and that the process begins 
with a particle of type i E E, at the origin. If C(i, j) holds for all pairs i, j, 
then as n + 00, 
N!?(Y,YP” -, 42) W@,(Y> a.s., (4.29) 
Ni”( y,W” + ((W/P) 42) W2, 1) u’(l)) ~(1) WY) a.s., (4.30) 
where W is the a.s. limit of (Nf’u’(2)/p”) (Nf’ = (N”(j)&,, a = 1,2). 
Proof: Let 
S,=supa if jEE, 
n P” 
N;(j) 
(4.3 1) 
=sup- if jEE, 
n w” 
As before E(S,,(log S,)“) < co, 1 ,< i, j < q, using arguments similar to those 
in [7, 121. Now, (4.29) follows immediately since Ni*’ is a positive regular 
BRW. 
We have the following decomposition for k E E,, 
WY,, Ww” = A,,, + B,,, + G,, + D,,, + E,,, + F,,,, (4.32) 
where 
A n.m = - r ,z --& yg p-(n-m)(Nn(yn, k I (A O,m) 
L 
- mj’k-mG,-, (Y, - Uj, ON, (4.33) 
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B m -s -!- “5’ z (G,-,(y, - Y*(j, l)) - Or(y)), n,m = - L, 
n jEEt w” ,=, P” m 
(4.34) 
c,,,=I[f. c - N,(j) x m;;” - @r(Y), 
* jE.F, wm Pm 
(4.35) 
- m;;*%-,(y, - Y,U W), (4.36) 
x (Gn-rn(Y” - Yrn(j, 0) - @r(Y)), (4.37) 
F 
n,m (4.38) 
Step 1. If n=mP, then m/n-+ 0 and (n - m)/n + 1 as rn+ co. With 
probability 1, (n/m)@,,, + B,+, + C,,,) remains uniformly bounded for all 
m. Thus A,,, + B,,, + C,,, --f 0 as. as m + 00. 
Now, conditioning on Srm, each term in the second summation of D,,, 
satisfies (a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 4.2. Also, for j E E, 
lim inf(N,+ ,(j)/ZV,,,(j)) =p > 1 a..%, so Lemma 4.2 may be applied. The 
extended Borel-Cantelli lemma may then be used to prove that D,,,, + 0 
as. as m -P co. The fact that E,,,, converges almost surely to 0 as m + 03 is 
proven in the same way as Lemma 3 of [8 J. Straightforward arguments using 
the positive regularity of M(2) show that (N~)/pm) x (M”-m(2, l)/ 
(n - m)p”-“) + (W/p)v(2)M(2, 1) u’(l)u(l) a.s. as m + co, where 
lbfk = [ 
P(l) 0 
W(2,l) P(2) 1 
defines Mk(2, I). Thus, 
F 
n,m a.s. 
= % u(2) M(2, 1) u’( 1) vk( 1) @r(y) a& 
for n = ma. 
Step 2. Now let m = ([n”p] - l)“. Then as n+ co, m/n + 1 and 
(n - m)/n + 0. With probability 1, n/(n - m)(D,,, -t E,,+, + F,,,) remains 
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uniformly bounded for all II, so D,,, + E,,, + F,,, + 0 a.s. as n + co. To 
show that A n,m --) 0 a.s. as n -+ co, for j E E, let 
1 lvhdj) 
X,(h, t) = ~ rP 
N/PW zl 
-(‘-ho’(Nt(y,, k / (j, I>, h”) 
- ~I;,~“G,-,, (y, - yh&? I)))- 
We have that (n/m) A,,, = O(CjEE, Xj(([n’la] - 1). n)) a.s. It is sufficient to 
show that (cf. [2, p. 551) 
%lXj(h,t)l >6) I’%*) < co, 
where x is the indicator function. Using Lemma 4.1 and letting Q be the 
distribution of (suP,;~,~~~, Nl(j)p-” + 2) there is a constant C such that 
+ NiJ(A(h + l)a-lXZX(~h,(j)>r) 
I 
Q dX* 
It is sufficient to show that almost surely this integrand is O(x(log x)‘), since 
condition C(i, j) implies that if Y has distribution Q, E(Y(log Y)“) < co. 
Since W # 0 a.s. it follows that there exist two finite random variables M, 
and M2 such that almost surely, N,,&)/h”ph” < M, and h”ph”/Nh,(j) < M, . 
It is sufficient to show that 
I 
f;‘(x) 
(h”ph”)(h + 1),-l dh = O(x), (4.39) 
0 
j 
.m (hap”“)-‘(h + l)a-’ dh = 0 
f;‘(x) 
(4.40) 
and for H such that iV&j) < x < NtH+ ,,&), 
N,,(j)(H + I)“- * = O(x(log x)‘) (4.41) 
f;‘(a) is the inverse off,(.), where f,(y) = yapy”/M, and f;‘(e) is the 
inverse of&(.), where f,(y) = ynpyaM2. L’Hospital’s rule may be applied as 
it is in Athreya and Kaplan’s proof (see [2, pp. 55-561) by noting that for 
x > 0, 
-cf7’(x)= ax l +fpq; lnp 
[  ( 11 
- I ,  i= 1,2. 
I X 
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Thus, 
d f;‘(x) 
-. 
I dx o CTX( 1 + f ; ‘(x)” ln P) 
and 
This proves (4.39) and (4.40), and (4.41) is easily verified. Now, A,,, -+ 0 
a.s. as n + co. 
This summation may be handled using the argument of Athreya and Kaplan 
[2, p. 541, noting that the almost sure limit as n -+ 03 of B,,, + C,,, is 
= $vw4(2,1> u’(l) Uk(l) @r(Y). 
This completes the proof. I 
Comment. A private communication with Norm Kaplan indicates that 
condition C(i, j) can likely be weakened to the usual x log x condition. 
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